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Black-white combination shows the classical 
artistic style.Fulf i l l  the atmosphere 
by interspersing with burly wood.Equality 
and openness design respect every person.



Concise and hale line construct efficient office atmosphere. 
Burly wood combine with steel leg make the splendid 
burst out.The regular emerge demeanor.Strong cable 
management promotes efficiency.

Linz’s classical white color makes the office 
energetic.The big storage offers you a flexible working 
space.

45 degree decoration strip and concise design 
advance with the times.

90 degree inserting trim strip increases fashion 
sense.
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Flip wire box clears up 
messy wire. 

Side cabinet of manager 
desk includes drawer, 
CPU space, etc. well 
arranging inner space. 
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Staff desk with flexible combination, from "::±I" shape workstaion, 
"I"shape worksation to loose desk, which is very various and 
humanized. It meets the need of independent work and team work, 
supply a perfect solution for office space. 
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全钢脚一字型职员桌

带侧柜一字型职员桌
Linear workstation with side cabinet

Linear Workstation with Steel Legs



Crossing Workstation with Side Cabinet

Crossing Workstation with Steel Legs



DL60-2.GJ

DL60-2.CG DL61-2.CG DL62-2.CG DL63-2.CGDL65(L/R)-2.CG

DL61-2.GJ

DL71-2.20DL72-2DL71-2.24 DL70-2.10
W2000*D1000*H750

DL65(L/R)-2.GJ DL62-2.GJ DL63-2.GJ

DL81(L/R)-2 DL89(L/R)-2

W2886*D841*H1126 W2500*D2060*H750
W2300*D2060*H750

DL99(L/R)-2.19

Cabinet

W2560*D500*H1900

Light Oak

DL88(L/R)-2 DL86(L/R)-2



......

Persistence, saving strength to grow;
Faith, hikeing with us on the road;
Change, making the world be better.
......

Steel bases, radian of bionics design, 
triangular support , you will get the 
most stable fulcrum.

Geometric grain, punching decorative 
steel bushing, more textures in details.

0mm adjustable height, which give 
you the comfortable work space. 

Smooth edge banding, simple frame just likes Chinese character “工”, light and 
comfortable color, interpreting the concise business style perfectly. 
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Steel plate punching, endowing the best feelings in details.
Three-dimensional geometry graph makes it as colorful flowers  bloom.
Art comes from demand, and need to be explored more.
You are the witness of the uninterrupted innovation of APO II in 10 years.



Design of closing to human body proportion, half hidden storage panel, which is comfortable 
for reception.
Retaining the natural  log color, elegant curve design, bringing more perfect performance of 
appetency.

【Reception Series】DA88-2

DA88-2
。
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【Managers Series】DA82L-2.20
Taking the classic design of square and round, echoing with the perfect combination 
between steel and wood.
Taking concise line, the white color with steel-tube construction, the quality of leading will 
be found.

DA82L-2.20
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Mainframe computers mounts, humanization and lightweight design, 
half hidden configuration, show you the sweety love.

Unique roller push cabinet is convenient for you at any time.

Unique space design, technology and fashion sense with light color, build a relax 
business office.
The integration of square and round shows the temperament of a leader.

【Managers Series】DA82R-2.20

DA82R-2.20
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DA83L-2.18

【Managers Series】DA83L-2.18
Perfection, clean and concise,make it all together.
Harmonious configuration, elegant curve and circle design, all the concision reflect the 
beauty of softness.
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Founder linear design,four staff seats, easy to communication.
【Staff Series】DA61-2.16

DA61-2.16

More screen design, create a relatively independent space, and 
ensure office communication at the same time.

Line hanging system contributes to the three-dimensional containing 
space.
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Hide receive board design, meet the demand of working.
Roll round feet and soft plastic legs, flexible designing, focus on every training, 
group meetings.

【Training Series】DA76-2

DA76-2
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DA60-2.16

【Staff Series】DA60-2.16
Rectangular metallic frame the design more  space.
Wiring line, snake on-line, flexible outgoing line, more convenience, more fashion.
Apo II, there will be more office intelligent.reflect the beauty of softness.



DA70-2

】DA72-2

Discussing Series】DA70-2
Classical design, delivering the charming fashion.
Every meeting is a new experience.  

【Discussing Series】DA72-2
Classical design, delivering the charming fashion.
Every meeting is a new experience.  

DA75-2

Meeting Series】DA75-2
Every meeting is a blend of thought. In Apo II flexible design, multiple thinking collide in close 
distance.
U-shaped design, increase the interactivity of meeting efficiency. It's a brief meeting.
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DA71-2

【Meeting Series】DA71-2
With the technology allocation, hidden open-close spile, meet the demand of more power 
and supported.
Video conference system, save time, shorten the distance.
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DA823-2

DA823(L/R)-2.10

DA88-2

DA88-2.20

DA75-2.14
DA76-2.14

DA79-2

DA79-2.14

DA29-2 DA31-2

DA29-2.04 DA31-2.07

DA71-2

DA71-2.24

DA70-2

DA70-2.20

DA72-2

DA72-2.10




